
EZVeneersTM  is an application tray, 
custom designed specific to your smile, then 
artistically fabricated to ensure the most 
beautiful and predictable results.  With only 
2 short visits to your dentist, you will have 
a smile that you're proud of. Not only will 
it save you time, but it will also save you 
money!

Talk to your dentist - today - to decide if 
EZVeneersTM is right for you!

                     

If you want to improve your smile and your 
appearance, then EZVENEERSTM  is right for you!

If you want a low cost, high beauty cosmetic 
proceedure, then EZVENEERSTM  is right for you!

If you want longevity of your cosmetic proceedure, 
then EZVENEERSTM  is right for you!

If you are limited on available time to spend at your 
dentist office, then EZVENEERSTM  is right for you!

If you are tired of being unhappy, like Natalie (left), 
then EZVENEERSTM  is right for you!

Natalie's Story

For years, Natalie was 
insecure about her 
smile and appearance.   
She hid behind 
heavy make-up and 
always had a funny 
joke to make others 
smile.  In two short 
appointments, Natalie 
was able to smile big 
and hasn't stopped 
since! She's realized 
her full potential and 
is able to enjoy life to 
it's fullest.

Join Natalie and enjoy 
your life to it's fullest. 
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EZ Veneers success stories

Carolyn's Story

Carolyn has always hated her 
"big gap" between her teeth.  
Her wedding day was around 
the corner and she didn't want 
to smile in any of her pictures.  

EZ Veneers gave her something 
new to smile about!

Join Carolyn and enjoy your life 
to it's fullest. 

EZVENEERSTM can be the solution to 
many common insecurities:

At a fraction 
of the cost!

How does 
it work?

Are
  right for you?

Why  
EZVeneersTM?

EZVENEERSTM

EZVeneersTM  is a cost effective  
alternative to typical porcelain veneers.  With 
new nano tecnologies, composite materials 
are stronger than ever and more beautiful 
than ever. 
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Manufactured exclusively by:

Dental Laboratory USA

EZVeneersTM will give you a beautifully 
permanent smile worth smiling about!

A beautiful smile in less than 2 hours!

Before EZVeneersTM

 After EZVeneersTM

EZVENEERSTM

Dental Laboratory USA

Overall Less Time 
Only 2 appointments

Less than 2 hours

Economical 
Fits any budget

Permanent 
Secured to your natural teeth 

Beautiful Results
Custom fabricated for you 

Repairable 
Direct composite applied

Reversible
Little to no prep necessary

Predictable
Tooth size & anatomy is 

predetermined so no surpises

Easy. 
Attractive. 
Predictable. 
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For more information on brightening 
your smile with EZVENEERSTM ,

talk to your dentist
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www.EZVeneers.com
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